“Hot Lobstah”

Beachstone is proud to offer its “Hot Lobstah” hot plate. It can be used as a hot plate, cheese plate, or for that simple “Maine gift”. A percent of proceeds from each sale is given to the Lobster Institute to help further support for Maine’s lobster community. Please visit www.beachstone.biz/products or email to place an order.

What is Beachstone? Beachstone is made in Maine with 100% post-consumer recycled glass and recycled shell aggregates set in a small amount of cement, presealed and ready to use.

Beachstone is: Local, Recycled, Beautiful, and Durable

Give Back Program: At Beachstone we take the health of our beaches seriously. That's why we have partnered with some of the leaders in Ocean studies and community development which help to keep our oceans balanced and our beaches clean. For more information please contact us.